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When the accumulation of difficulties seems to be 
insurmountable, a perfect grating is produced, the 
problem is considered solved, and the event celebrated 
with much rejoicing, only to find the next trial a failure. 
In fact, more time has been lost through such premature 
exhibitions of docility than in all the frank declarations 
of stub born opposition! 

One comes to regard the machine as having a per
sonality-I had almost said a feminine personality
requiring humoring, coaxing. cajoling, even threaten
ing 1 But finally one realizes that the personality is 
that of an alert and skillful player in an intricate but 
fascinating game who will take immediate advantage 
of the mistakes of his opponent, who "springs" the 
most disconcerting surprises, who never leaves any 
result to chance, but who nevertheless plays fair, in 
strict accordance with the rules of the game. These 
rules he knows, and makes no allowance if you do not. 
When you learn them, and play accordingly, the game 
progresses as it should. 

As an illustration of the measure of success attained 
in this work, I would direct attention to a recent com
parison by Messrs. Gale and Lemon of the performance 
of a grating of 6�-inch ruled surface with that of the 
echelon, the Perot and Fabry interferometer, etc. The 

test object is the green radiation from incandescent 
mercury vapor. The spectrum of this radiation had 
been supposed a simple line until the interferometer 
showed it to be made up of five or more components. 
The whole group occupies a space about one-fifteenth 
of that which separates the sodium lines. 

The grating clearly separates six components, while 
the more recently devised instruments give from six 
to nine. Two of these components are at a distance 
apart of only 1/150 of the distance between the sodium 
lines, and these are so widely separated by the grating 
that it would be possible to distingui�h doublets of one
half to one-third this value, so that the actual resolving 
power is from 300,000 to 400,OOO-of the same order, 
therefore, as that of the echelon. 

It may well be asked, why is it necessary to go any 
further? The same question was put some twenty 
years ago when Rowland first astonished the scientific 
world with resolving powers of 100,000, and it was his 
belief that the width of the spectral lines themselves 
was so great that no further "resolution"·was possible. 
But it has been abundantly snown that this estimate 
prove<;! in error. and we now know that there are problems 
the solution of which depends on the use of resolving 
powers of at least a million, and others are in sight 

which will require ten million for thei r accurate solution, 
and it is safe to say that the supply will meet the 
demand 

To return to our comparison of the telescope and the 
spectroscope; while the progress of investigation of the 
stellar universe will be ever furthered by increased size 
and resolving power of the telescope, this is very seriously 
hampered by the turbulence of the many miles of 
atmo sphere through which the observations must be 
made. But there is no corresponding limit to the effective 
power of spectroscopes, and the solution of the cor
responding problems of the subatomic structures and 
motions of this ultramicroscopic universe may be con
fidently awaited in the ncar future. 

The messages we receive from the depth of the stellar 
firmament or from the electric arcs of our laboratories, 
come they in a millionth of a second or in hundreds of 
light-years, are faithful records of events of profound 
significance to the race. They come to us in cypher
in a language we are only beginning to understand. 

Our present duty is to make it possible to receive and 
to record such messages. 

'
When the time comes for a 

Kepler and a Newton to translate them we may expect 
marvels which will require the utmost pow('rs of our 
intellect to grasp. 

A Proposed Expedition to CrocKer Land 
American Explorers to Investigate the North Polar Regions 

A CIRCULAR has just been issued by the American 

Museum of Natural History, setting forth in brief 

some of the main facts of the plans for an expedition 

to Crocker Land, a tract located by Admiral Peary in 

1006. 

We reproduce here the essence of this circular, which 

should lJe read with interest lJy every American citizen 

wll0 takes a patriotic interest in the conquest by 

Americans of "the last considerable mass of unknown 

land on our planet"-to quote the words of Col. Roose

velt in a letter to Prof. H. F. Osborn. 

We reproduce here the essence of this circular. 

CROCKER LAND. 

In his book "Nearest the Pole," Adm1ral Peary 

records olJservations made June 30th, 1906, from the 

summit of Cape Thomas HulJhard, the most northern 

IJoint of Axel Heiberg Land, when "The clear day 

g-reatly favored my work in taking a round of angles 

and with tlle glasses I could make out, apparently a 
little more distinctly, the snow-clad summits of the 

distant land in the northwest alJove the ice horizon." 

This land had been seen a few days lJefore by Peary 

and his Eskimos from the northern shore of Grant 

Land, and particularly from the top of Cape Colgate, 

2,000 feet above sea level. Peary located the new land 

at about 100 degrees west longitude and 83 degrees 

north latitude, or about 130 miles from Cape Thomas 

HulJbard, and gave it the name of Crocker Land, in 

honor of the late Mr. George Crocker, of the Peary 

Arctic Club. 

Dr. R. A. Harris, tidal expert of the United States 

Coast and Geodetic Survey, in his monograph on 

"Arctic Tides" (1911), published his deduction, based 

on a plot of all known Arctic tidal olJservations, that 

a great area of land or archipelago, or very shallow 

water, trapezoidal in outline and half a million square 
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miles in superficies, exists north of western America 

and eastern Siberia, and stated his belief that the 

Crocker Land olJserved by Peary was part of its 

eastern edge. 

The verification of these observations and deductions 

lJy making a sufficiently long journey northwestward 

from Cape Thomas lIublJard seems to be the last great 

geograpllical problem left for solution. Nansen, in an 

article on "North Polar ProlJlems" ( 1007), says "'rIle 

determination of the extent of tIle continental shelf 

to the north of Axel IIeilJerg Land and Ellesmere Land 

would lJe a great achievement, A satisfactory 

solution of this prolJlem would lJe of more scientific 

value than even the attainment of the Pole. 

The extent and shape of the polar continental shelf, 

which means the real continental mass, is tIle great 

feature of north polar geograjlhy which is of much 

more importance, geograjlhically or geolllorphologically, 
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l\Iap of a Part of the North Polar Regions, Showing Field of Operations 
of the Expedition. 

Map of Arctic Regions Showing Cotidal Lines and Land Area 

According to Harris. 
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than the possible occurrence 0 f unknown islands on 
this shelf." 

While on the way to and from Crocker Land, sound

ings will be made to determine whether the conti
nental shelf extends as far as that land or reaches 

beyond it. 

SCIENTIFIC STUDIES. 

From Flagler Bay to Cape Thomas Hubbard (some 

330 miles through Ellesmere, Axel Heiberg and Grant 

Lands ), continuous geological, paleontological and 

physiographic work will be done and specimens col

lected. From Cape Thomas Hubbard to Crocker Land, 

in addition to the soundings already mentioned, tidal 

observation, temperature observation at various depths 

in the water and collections of marine animals will 

be made. On Crocker Land, two months will be spent, 

mapping topographically and geologically the coast line 

and interior, and collecting specimens of rocks and fos
sils and of living plants and animals. A thorough 

study of glaciers, glacial ice-caps and glacial motion 

will be made, for the purpose of solving the problem 

of the process of land molding under a continuous, 

moving ice-cap, a process which is not yet understood. 

The "glacial fringe" off the north coast of Grant Land 

offers a particularly interesting field for study. Atten

tion will be paid to meteorology, ethnology, archeology, 

birds, mammals and fishes. Arctic small mammals and 

fishes are conspicuous by their absence from our 

museum collections. No habitat group of Arctic birds 

has been attempted in any of our museums. 

PLAN OF CAMPAIGN. 

It is proposed to leave Sydney, N. S., by special 

steamer about July 20th, 1912, collecting whale and 

walrus meat and dogs on the way northward. The 

expedition will land on the south side of Bache Penin

sula (Flagler Bay), latitude 70 degrees 10 minutes 

north and establish the winter quarters. The site of 

these will be seen at the center of one of the maps 

which accompany this article. The ship will be sent 

home. About the middle of September the explorers 

will begin to sledge supplies to Cape Thomas Hubbard, 

carrying on the work throughout the winter during the 

moonlight periods. With the return of dawn in Febru-

ary, 1913, they will leave Cape Thomas Hubbard and 

push across the ice to Crocker Land, where they will 

remain until about the first of May, returning to Cape 

Thomas Hubbard about that date. A messenger will 

be sent to North Star Bay with news of the expedi

tion, to be forwarded to the civilized world by Danish 

steamer. In the meanwhile, the scientific work will 

be carried on in Grant Land and the winter quarters 

will be re-entered in July, 1913. 

During the summer the supplies and collections will 

lle transferred to Etah at points somewhat south of 

Bache Peninsula (see map). For the spring and sum

mer of 1914 an expedition from Whale Sound (Ingle

field Gulf), directly eastward to the summit of the 

ice-cap of Greenland, is planned. The return to New 

York is to take place in the autumn of 1914. 

PERSONNEL. 

The leaders of the expedition will be George Borup 

(A.B., Yale, 1907 ), Assistant Curator of Geology in 
the American Museum of Natural History, and Donald 

B. MacMillan (A.B., 1898, A.M. (Hon.), 1910, Bow

doin). They will take with them a competent physi

cian and a cook. Messrs. Borup and MacMillan are 

well known to the public, both general and scientific, 

through their work done under Admiral Peary 1n his 

last polar expedition, Mr. Borup's book "A Tenderfoot 

with Peary" and Mr. MacMillan's extensive lecturing 

throughout the country. They have received Peary's 

unqualified indorsement for the work in hand. Mr. 

Borup has been devoting his whole attention during 

the past two and a half years to studies in the field 

and at Yale to fit himself thoroughly for scientific 

geological and geographical exploration. On account 

of his record, Mr. Borup has been elected a fellow 

of the Royal Geographical SOCiety of London and a 

member of the New York Academy of Sciences. Mr. 

MacMillan, since his return from the Peary expedi

tion, has been studying ethnology and practical astron

omy at Harvard. In the summer of 1910, he was a 

member of the Cabot party which was the first to 

cross Central Labrador from the sea to George River, 

and he spent the summer of 1911 cruising along the 

coast of Labrador in an eighteen-foot open canoe study-

ing the Eskimo from Hopedale to Klllinek (60 degrees 
north latitude). Mr. MacMillan is a member of the 

American Geographical Society, the Appalachian 

Mountain Club, etc. He is now at the American 

Museum of Natural History outfitting the expedition 

and making special studies there and at Columbia 

University. 

OUTFIT. 

The following are some of the principal items of 
the outfit to be provided: three years' provisions for 

four or five white men, their helpers and their dogs, 

much of which, particularly the pemmican, has to be 

specially prepared and packed; clothing; instruments 

for all kinds of observations and records; photographic 

cameras, including those for moving pictures; a power 
boat for use in Flagler Bay and in crossing to Etah; 

salary of physician and wages of cook and helpers; 

a steamship to take the party to Flagler Bay in 1912 

and another to go up for it in 1914. 

COST. 

It is estimated that not less than fifty thousand dol

lars ($50,000) should be provided for the absolute 

needs of the expedition, in order to enable it to accom

plish the valuable results that have been outlined 

above. 

Messrs. Borup and MacMillan generously serve the 
expedition without salary during the period of its 

absence from New York. 

The funds for this expedition are to be drawn en

tirely from voluntary contributions subscribed by vari

ous institutions and private individuals. A considerable 

amount of money has at the present time been sub

scribed or promised, but there still remains a consid

erable sum to be collected to start the campaign on a 

sound financial footing. The museum has opened an 
account known as the "Crocker Land Expedition 

Fund," to receive and care for all subscriptions made 

to the expedition. Checks to further this purpose 

should be drawn payable to the American Museum of 

Natural History. A list of subscribers will be duly 

published and will be included in the final reports. 

Expenditures from the fund will be made in accord

ance with formalities usual at the museum. 

Friction Between Solids in Motion 
An Instrument of Precision for Accurate Investigation 

THE mutual friction of two bodies sliding upon 
each other is generally complicated by the effect of 
particles torn off from either. In order, therefore, 
to investigate friction proper wi\hout any disturbing 
phenomena, samples should be chosen of perfectly 
smooth surfaces, which moreover will remain smooth 
after sliding over one another. 

In a memoir recently presented to the French Academy 
of Sciences, Prof. F. Charron of Angers, France, drew 
attention to a peculiar phenomenon observed in this 
connection, which is generally masked by secondary 
effects; the friction co-efficient gradually decreases 
with increasing speeds, becoming nearly nil with what 
is called the critical speed. This decrease in friction 
is, it seems, due to the effect of an air layer which in 
the case of speeds below the critical, only partially 
separates the two rubbing substances, while dividing 
them entirely from one another at any speed equal 
to or exceeding the critical speed. This lubricating 
action of air was by the way observed by Hirn years 
ago, who, however, did not investigate it any further. 

Prof. Charron uses in connection with his experi
ments copper, cast iron, and graphite samples, ground 
absolutely smooth, which slide on a carefully leveled 
glass plate either bare or silvered. 

The apparatus represented in the illustration com
prises a disk of good St. Gobain plate-glass, rotat.ing 
without any play round a vertical axis, and main
tained strictly in the same plane, so that the images of 
surrounding objects do not move as the plate revolves. 

A friction block consisting of a sample of the sub
stance to be investigated is placed on this rotating 
glass disk, being suspended by two thin flexible threads 
arranged in a triangle from some kind of scale-beam 
with a damping device. A scale viewed by means of 
mirrors through a telescope allows the motion of the 
balance beam to be accurately ascertained, and friction 
to be calculated. 

Before each experiment the glass disk is carefully 
cleaned with alcohol , and during the test any dust 
and particles detached from the rubbing block are 
removed by a pad of wadding, sliding with slight fric
tion on the disk. 

After pointing the telescope to the zero of the scale 
(while the apparatus is at rest, the threads are not 
drawn tight), the rubbing block is loaded with a known 
weight, and the disk set rotating at a low speed. On 
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Apparatus for l!;xperimenting on the Friction 

of Solid Bodies. 

the cross wires of the telescope a certain division of 
the scale (e. g., division 20) is observed. 

If, then, the speed is increased continuously, the 
deflection of the scale is seen to decrease, eventually 
becoming less than one division. In fact, the force 
becomes so feeble that the threads are no longer tight. 
The residual force still acting on the rubbing block is 
then ascribable to the viscosity of the air layer between 
it and the glass plate. 

By arranging a lamp at the level of the glass disk this 
air layer can be observed, and its thickness measured 
by means of a telescope fitted with an ocular micrometer. 
The air layer is then found entirely to separate the 
block from the glass plate only when the speed equals 
or exceeds the critical value. The thickness of the 
layer is not uniform, being greater in the front than 
at the back_ The average, which varies according to 
the conditions of the case, may reach some hundredths 
of a millimeter. 

The critical speed defined by Charron varies accord
ing to the nature and the condition of the lubricant, 
as well as the load and the geometrical form of the 
rubbing block. 
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In the case of a graphite block 1.4 grammes in weight 
with a rectangular basis one square centimeter (0.155 
square inch) in area, Charron finds the following critical 
speeds (in centimeters per second) according to the 
load put on the rubbing block (in grammes): 
Load. Critical speed. 

1.4 grammes ................. . ...... 192 centimeters 
2.4 ........................ 262 
3.4 ........................ 290 
6.4 ........................ 437 

1 1.4 ........................ 770 
These figures are, however, only approximately cor

rect because of difficulties encountered in ascertaining 
the speed, the more so as the electro-static attraction 
of the oppositely electrified rubbing bodies adds itself 
to the weight of the block. As air, especially in the 
case of small loads exerts a very considerable lubricat
ing action, this disturbing factor should be eliminated 
in friction tests by working in vacuo. 

To this end Charron uses a cast iron case closed 
with a glass cover fitting on the carefully planed edges. 
The glass disk rotates inside a box with leather stuffing 
box for the passage of the axle. The apparatus above 
described is arranged in the interior of the cast iron 
case which is closed hermetically by a glass plate lined 
with tallow and placed upon the planed edge, which 
plate allows any beams of light serving to ascertain 
the position of the scale beam to pass through it. 

As the air in the case is exhausted, friction is found 
t() vary less and less with increasing speeds, although 
even with a pressure of two to three centimeters of 
mercury, these variations are still very marked when 
the load is 4 grammes. When, however, the vacuum 
is driven as far as one millimeter by means of a good 
mercury pump, the friction co-efficient becomes very 
approximately constant, and independent of the speed, 
thus confirming the conclusion as to the part played 
by the air. 

BendingWood.-Wood may be made soft and fiexi

llle by steeping it in a concentrated solution of com

mon table salt to which some acetate of iron has bpen 

added. A better method is to immerse the wood in a 

bath made by dissolving 25 parts of calcium chloride in 

100 parts water. It should be left there for some 

time, and after bending is thrown in cold water to 
harden.-Zeit8chr. f. Drech8ler. 
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